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Scenario: This event will simulate the explorers need to enter a smoke filled building, perform a search and remove a victim 
with the crew from inside the building. 
 

Rules: 
 Four explorers from each post will participate in full turnout gear and SCBA. No running allowed. 
 A training dummy (approx. 125lbs) will be placed in the maze for a simulated rescue. 
 Must maintain contact physical or verbal contact with team members, the hose line, or a determined directional 

wall. Teams are not required to use a hose line.  However, crew integrity and orientation to the point of egress must 
be maintained at all times. 

 SCBA masks will be blackened so that the participant will not have clear vision. 
 If any team members’ low air alarm goes off, time stops and all team members must exit the maze.  
 Remember air management and accountability. Be precise, not just quick! 

 

Actions: 
1. Explorers don turnout gear and SCBA with air on. 
2. Time Starts when team initiates an accountability system prior to entry. 
3. Team marks entrance and enters maze with a simulated charged hose line. 
4. Team performs a search, locates, and removes victim from maze. Time Stops once all members exit. 

 

Equipment: Stop Watch, search maze, small tools, short rope/webbing, fire hose/nozzle 
 
EVALUATE EACH TEAM ON: 

Possible 
Points 

Actual 
Points 

1 Extends search system to entrance (hoseline advance) 1  
2 Initiates Accountability system 1  
3 Team enters maze with un-charged hose line, rope, or oriented search 1  
4 Performs interior search 1  
5 Check over, under, and behind furniture 1  
6 Team uses tools as appropriate for conducted a search (no TICs allowed) 1  
7 Team removes victim 1  
8 Team confirms no other victims are located in the area 1  
9 The post displayed good communication skills (clear, concise, essential) 1  

10 Post displayed confidence 1  
11 Effectively worked together to accomplish task 1  
12 Conducted a systematic search (turn same direction each time) 1  
13 The post displayed adequate knowledge of the evolution 1  
14 Consistently followed and demonstrated safety practices 1  
15 Team checks accountability upon exit 1  
CRITICAL CRITERIA  
1 Team maintains crew integrity at all times; enters & exits together 3  
2 Maintained physical or verbal contact with team members at all times 2  
3 Did not lose orientation to point of egress 2  
4 Entered maze with full protective gear on SCBA 2  
5 Team and victim exited where they entered 2  
6 Completed event within 10 minutes 2  
7 Low Air Alarm does not sound during event (exception given for malfunction) 2  

 TOTAL SCORE 30  
 

Evaluator 1) _________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Evaluator 2) _________________________________________________________________________________ 
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